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LOST: nRIEFCASE MISSING soulh of SUD,

5. FOR SALE

6.

EMPI,OYMENT

including 4 yrs. in programming Qr systems analysis,
RADIO TECHNICIAN I & II: Salary $877-1415
depending on experience.' Requires high school or
PEUGEOT BICYCLES SALES, service, accessories,
LIVE-IN HOUSEKEEPER, MATURE, responsible,
CONTACTS717 ,POLISHING & SOLUTIONS.
· cquivalont plus a valid second class or higher FCC
JJ Moped, 3222 Cenlral SE, 268-3949.
•04/ 14
pleasant personality, to do house-sitting, be mindful
Casey Optical Company. 255-8736
tfn
LOST: DEL RIO Antologia II Literntura Espnnola.
radio-telephone license plus one )'Car Of" exp~;""rience in
of
9-year-old
girl~
ironr
shop,
and
occasionally
travel
Call Linde, 294·3248.
04/06 OUTSTANDING PRICES O.N Maxell C-90 blank
ACCURATE INFORMATION ABOUT con·
electronics or communications theory and mainwith family, in exchange for room with bath, board,
cassettes!
UD; $3,25. UDXL: $4, Minimum 6,
trnception, steril\1.adon, abortion, Right to Choose,
LOST: LADIES BULOVA watch In west lot or on Firefly 1 256 _1495 ,
04/1'7
and excellent salary. Please reply to: Nanny1 Box .lenance. UNEMPLOYMENT COMPENSATION
294·0 11 L
04/28
campus. Sentimental v~luc. Z93-073_7,
04/06
ADMINISTRATOR: Salary $1174-1119 depending
9335
04/07
1 Albuquerque, NM 87119.
YAMAHA CR-1000, Bose901 series Ill speakers plus
on background. Requires hish school or equivalent
HOW LONG CAN IT 00 ON1717 Nn1urnl Sound
LOST: BLACK LEATHER wallet. Plensc return to · equalizer, and AKAI 6300 10 inch reel tQ reel tape
GOT THOSE SUMMER work blues? Smile·Mstudents
plus any combination of college and experience
Rccord.s: and Tapes storewide sale ls now in its third
mailing ~ddress on driver's license, No questions 4 eck for just $1000, Contact Brian ut 265~8478 and
working nationally known program made aprelated to uncmploymen( compensation tomling 8
month--the longest sale in the hls(ory of New Mexico. ~ asked.
04/07 leave message,
tfn
proximately $250.00 per week in 1977, For more
yrs., including 2 yrs. supervisory. All positions
All 6.98 list LP's arc 3.99, all7,98 list LP's a~e 4,89.
information, call883-8181.
04/07
04/05
FOUND: POCKET CALCULATOR, Identify. Kim, TELEVISION $SO. 266 . 8234 .
located in Santa Fe. (For more detail, phone Gene
Higher list LP's and al) tapes, 1.00 ofr regular price,
881~1258.
04/10
GRADUATE STUDENTS WITH technical
Valdes, 827M260\). Apply Stale Personnel Office, 130
Natural Sound has a larg_c stock of used records nnd
BICYCLES: BEST BUYS on French Bertin's and
backgroUnd to do bibliographic/literature searching.
South Capitol, Santa Fe, NM 87501. An equal opFOUND; GREGORY CHARLES JOHNSON'S ID other f!ne makes. From New Mexico'::j: only direc~
tapes which arc guaranteed against defl!cts, priced !l\
part-time. Technology Appiication ·Center, 2500
portunity affirmative action employer.
04/05
in Sam Reynplds Hall. Claim Art Office, Room 204,
importer, R.C. H,allet's, 843~9378.
04/07
1.99 up. Bring down your unwanted records and
04/07
Central SE. 277-3622. Ask for Margie Hlava, 04/07
tapes and trade for cash or new music. Natural Sound
'71 PINTO A/C, DEPENDABLE, reasonable, 268·
UVE·IN AIDE for young handicap women. Female
Records & Tapes, I I9 Harv<~rd SE, (across from
FOUND: OVERGROWN PUPPY~·some labrador 4174 after 6 pm.
04/07
blood. Has white on chest, orange ribbon around
preferred. Call after 5:30 pm. Basically ~vening and
Hippo Ice Cream), and8019·A Menaul NE,
04/14
neck. Found ncar Purdue PI, and Amherst, 277-5240 MOVlNG SALE: 71 Maverick, TV, furniture. 277·
weekend work. Must drive, Cal\821~7735, -,
04111
GENERAL CINEMA CORP. discount movie tickets
or255-8404.
·
04/07 5237,266-9945.
04/07
OVERSEAS JOBS--SLiMMER/Year·round. Europe,
now available, SUD Bo1' Office. $2,50.
tfn
EXCELLENT TUNE-UPS $10, Bob, 265-4054, 265·
S. America, Australia, Asia, etc, All fields, $500JST ANNUAL EVERYTHING must go spring sale·~
DRIVING OUT OF STATE1 Our riders Will share
3225,
04/07
$1200 monthly, expenses paid, sightseeing . ..free
all· pipes, ·tobacco'S, paraphernalia, imported ,
gas and driving, I.T.C. 265·9860.
04/07
information--Write:
BHP
Co.,
Box
4490,
Dept,
NB,
10
SPEED
"ASTRA"
Bicycle
I
1/1
years
old-cigarettes, celestial tens, rainbow~. incense,
INTERNATIONAL
CHARTER
FLIGHTS,
Eurail·
Berkely, Ca. 94704.
04/28
~verything up to 40 per cem off at Pipe & Tobacco LSAT-MCAT REVIEW COURSES, Prepare Now. excellent condition--plus extras, $65. Call Earl 268passes travel information available at Inter1fn
04/10
9949.
EARN $50 A DAY making deliveries. Must l1ave car,
Road, 1078 Cornell SE, across from UNM. M-F Call PENM 842-5200.
contin~ntal Travel Centre. Our services are free! 26~must be outgoing. Call Micah at 883-8182.
04/1~
1967 PLYMOUTH. GOOD WORKING condition,
8:30-6:00, Sat. 10-5. (Expecting a tax refund? One
QA TYPING SERVICE. A e_omplete typing, and
9860.
04/01
dollar puts any pipe on layaway!)
04/10
4-door, verY reqsonable, 6614 Central SE.
04/10
editorial system. Technical, general, legal, medical,
TELEPHONE INTERVIEWER. OPINION surveys,
scf).olastic. Charts& tables. 345-2125.
94129
part time; no e1'perience. necessary. Will trairi;
UNCLAIMED LAY·A-WAY. Tappan microwave
SHY, HANDSOME, SEMI-ATHLETIC wrl!Cr
students/non·students; interviews to be held April
would like to meet a woman interested in reading and
oven, brand new browning clement, adjustable
KINKO'S TYPING SERVICE (IBM selectric) and
13,!4; Call Urban Observatory 277-5638 for apshelves. Very small monthly payments, 266-5872.
hiking. 1 feel very strange placing this ad and have
now 3-minute Passport Photos. No appointment.
.
04/16
pointment.
04/ll
even rented ·~t" post office box so my friends won't 268-8515.
tfn
think I'm crazy. Please write if you'd like to meet me TYPING 1ST QUALITY. 883.7187,
SPECIAL 3 DAYS ONLY. Sewing machine and
WANTED: PAID GUIDE for trip to Four:-Corners DOWNTOWN STUDIOS AND OFFICES: Walk·
lfn
for lunch some time. Box 4411. 87196.
04/05
orca, Friday/Saturday, L~:ave mes~age for Jack up; uniquej safe; $30·$~00 a moruh. __~osenwald
ROTOTILLINO BY APPOINTMENT. Gtuup rutes ·vacuum ~Jicaner, £lean oil !lnd "djust, $3.95. 266·
5871.
04/10
Mason, TWA Ticket Counter, _Albuquerque Airport, Building. Fourth and Central. 242-6166,298-6046.
·oo YOt) WANT to get in good running shape but available, Call Tim, 26BM65 10,
04/28
04/01
(arriving Thursday evening),
04105
lack the self-discipline (o stick with a running
SINGER
SEWING
MACHINE.
Equipped
lo
bul·
ACCURATE TYPING BY PROFESSIONAL. 242·
BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITY:
START
your
retail
program? Let Rent-a-Runner assist you. 277-2885
tonhole, monogram, dar~. fancy palterns. Pay
NM DEPT. OF FINANCE & ADMINISTRATION:
04/07
evenings,
04/05 2266.
$19.00 and take machine. 268-4393.
04/10
PROGRAMMER ANALYST I & .11: Salary $1119· business at the Downtown Bazaar. Stalls: $7.00/day,
HAIR-AUDITIONS·SUNDAY 4/9 12:00-7;00 pm• EDITORIAL SERVICE AND writing assistance.
1805 depending on bac~ground. Requires high school $100.00/month. Open Monday-Saturday. Rosenwald
NEW SANSUI RECEIVFR system, Will sacrifice
04/10
and Monday 4(10 6:30-10:00 pm, 142 E. DeVargas, 265·1164.
or equivalent plus any combination of education, Building, Fourth and Central. 242-6166,298-6046.
equity. Turntable, 2 King Kong speakers, cassette,
04/01
Santa Fe. Come and/or cal\983-6644 HAIR. 04/10
training, or experience in copputer operations,
only 1 system, Assume small monthly payments. 266M
SINGER
FUTURA
TOP
of
the
Line.
Slighlly
used
computer
science
or
related
fields
totaling
4
yrs.,
5811.
.
04/10
GAYS/LESBIANS: WEAR blue-jeans on April 14
including 3 yrs. in applications programming or but still under warranty. Push button bobbin-winder,
and demonstrate gay pride, Call 268-9240 for inSONY TRINITRON COLOR. Big screen, tint
systems analysis. SYSTEMS ANALYST I & 11: blind hems, has hundreds of fancy stitches. Regularly
formation.
04/14
comrols, new factory warranty, take over small
04/10
Salary $1296-1990 depending on background. $800, now$!50cash.296-5115.
monthly payments till balance is paid off. 266-5872.
CHAPARRAL TRY-OUTS BEGIN Monday, April NEED HELP WITH Papers? Typing, editing,
Requires
high
school
or
equivalent
plus
'CUSTOM
DESIGNED
ENGAGEMENT
and
04/10
04/10
lOth thruAprill5th, MeetinJohnsonGymat4:30by revision, research. 281-300I.
bination of education, experience, or
Wedding rings, jewelry for all occasions, 344-6470
lrophycasc.
04/11 ONE DAY RAFT Trips, $16. Bob296-1125.
04/06
UNBELIEVABLE 10 YEAR GUARANTEE. Color'
computer operations,
prc>gramrrnng, after 6 pm. Gary Abeyta.
04/24
UNDERWATER HOCKEY TONIGHT) NM's
television, unclaimed lay-a-way, automatic, fine
science or
tuning.
No
down
payment,
small
monthly
payments,
greatest leam! Johnson Gym pool, 1:30 pm. UNM
266-4393.
04/10
Scuba Club.
04/05 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - OLD PIANO--HAMILTON, $200. 268-8303, 268HAPPY BIRTHDAY CHRIS NORDLING, 4 days TRADEM·MY HOUSE in Washington D.C. during
0154.
04/11
rate.
04/05 summer months for house or apartment in
STEVE
MYER,
MARIO
ORTIZ,
BOB Albuquerque. For particulars, call my mother-HANG GLIDER, CIRRUS 3, 140 bag, applied
Aibuqu_erque 266-3938.
04/06
PRIMEAUX-- Vote the veterans for ASUNM senate.
leading edges, inver!ed struts, e.l(cellent conditiOn.
04/12 ROOMMATE WANTED. SHARE nice 2 bdr.
836·0134 after 5;30 or week.t:mds,
04/11
04/05
ROIBAL, IT LOOKS like we've got it together. house. 268-0910.
ANTIQUE CLOTHING, NEW group--Large
We're number one. Deceased Editors.
04/07 WHAT IS A COLLEGE INN? Good rood. Carcollectioil, 1900's and on, whites, gowns, velvets, new
UNM BOOKSTORE SALE siartsMonday, April 10~ peted, air· conditioning. Apartment style living. 303
1930's· 1940's never-worn dresses. Friday only, 12 pm
04/04
til5 pm, 419 Dallas NE. Cash only.
04/07
. Watch LOBO for valuable coupon!
04/07 Ash NE, 243-2881.
'72 VEGA SEDAN. Excellent condition. Economical
MORE THAN ANY other candidates for ASUNM ROOMMATE WANl'ED-·EXCEPTIONAL house
Senate The Coalition Party will know what has to be in Corrales. Non-smoker, quiet, prefer graduate
4-speed. $800. Must sell. Ca11881-2670 after S pm.
student/working person. $140.898-7798.
04/06
04/11
done a~d the best way to get it done-MVote Coalition.
04105 FEMALE ROOMMATE TO SHARE 2-bdrm apt.
'72 DATSUN FASTBACK. Top condition. New
TCH ... TCH ...TCH ... tch ... tch .•. tch, .. tch .•• Paid for Full security. Share expenses. Call am 842-0046.04/07
tires, battery, clutch. S\250 or best offer. Must sell.
04/05 ROOMMATE NEEDED TO SHARE 2-bdrm
by EO.
Call881-6852 af<er 5 pm.
04/11
HYPERBARIC CHAMBER TOURII Scuba Club apartment 5Mmirmtes from UNM, $95/month plus !rS.
'12 PLYMOUTH $750.266-9882.
04/11
members if you plan on going, place name in message phone. Laundry. Move in May Ist. Ca114:00-6:00 pm
RED KIRBYMMONLY SS9 with commercial heavy
04/01
envelope, Scuba Office before4/14178.
04/12 weekdays 265-0181.
duty motor. $5 Per montl'l, no interest, new warranty.
SOAK UP SUDS at Ned's tonile. Every Wednesday is FURNISHED EFFICIENCY, UTILITIES paid, 1110
268-4394.
04/10
04/10
special drink nite,
04105 Coal Pl. SE. Call898·1254.
1968 CAMARO RALLYSPORT. Great condition.
883-4430.
04/10
1975 TOYOTA CORONA 4Mspeed, AC, excellent
ACROSS
UNITED Feature Syndicate
condition, SJOOO. 2.96-4259, 268-9256.
04/05
FIND YOURSELF in the Peace Corps. Ortega 233.

.Papers

nece~sary

for school. Reward--no questions.

268-2017 weekday evenings, or drop by the LOBO
Lost and Found, Marron Hall Rm. 105.
04/05
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Death Prompts
Proposal for
Speed Bumps
On Campus

SERVICES
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AGORA
the oldest student·to·student help center
in the nation,

NEEDS SOME FEEDBACK

1. Have you ever heard of AGORA?
a. Yes.
b. No.

2. What does AGORA do?
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.

Peer counseling.
Crisis intervention.
Referrals.
Small special topic groups.
Telephone service.
Walk-in service.
All of the above.
I don't know.

3. Where is AGORA?
a.
b.
c.
d.

Athens, Greece.
Southwest Texas.
Northwest corner of Mesa Vista.
I don't know.

4. What would you like to see AGORA do in the future?
a. Sponser speakers.
b. Run more small groups, i.e. relaxation, shyness, etc.
c. Other- please specify.

5. Any additional comments, please?

E!ulba":
Gogo! novel
14 ---·even
keel
15 Ending for
He! or Rub
16 Mideast
Arab
17 Augments
1 8 Restriction
20 Divan
21Bad·--:
l=amed spa
22 Compositions
23 Good faith:
Arch.
25 Geography
book
27 Spool
29 Knock
30 Air. village
34 Astern
36 Give opposing evidence
38 Combine
39 TV worker:
2 words
4 2 Corn breads
43 Take illegally
44 Snoop
45 Fret
46 Portuguese
coin
47 Gr. letter
49 Engine
51 Rides the

54 Of the
forearm
58 Airline for
Naples
60 Editor's
word
61 On the
horns---

63 Metric
weight
64 The Hunter
65 Secular
66 Collar type
67 Gangster's
gals
68 ----cap
69 Philosopher

•

r

~Hjl

1 Speak with
pride
2 Biblical
witch's
home
3 Poor luck; 2
words
4 Swordshaped
5 Mickey and
Minnie
6 New Mexican Indian
7 Builder: 2
words
8 Essential
being
9 Neophytes:
Var.
10 .Island near

Ireland
11 Siege
12 ----Domini
13 Poses
19 Ambush
24 Animal
groups
26 Machine
.tool
28 Lease
30 Part of an
hr.
31 Having
three parts
32 Seaweed
33 Disavow
34 Snakes
35 Length unit
37 Harass
38 Actress
Vera----40 Untried

SenatOrs Violate ASUNM Law
Based on attendance records of
ASUNM Senate meetings, Rick
Anaya, Rudy Martinez and Pat
Toohey may be subject to censure
by the senate for missing three
consecutive meetings, ASUNM
Vice President Dave Garcia said.
Anaya and Martinez missed two
meetings, which were scheduled to
be held Monday and the final
budget hearing held Tuesday,
according to the records released by
the ASUNM secretary and Garcia.
Martinez and Anaya, as well as
Senator Millie Arviso, have missed
five of the 16 senate meetings held
this semester, according to the
record.
Martinez told the LOBO he was
boycotting the three meetings he
missed which were Monday and
Tuesday. "I couldn't deal with it
any more in terms of gearing up for
the whole thing.
. .
"Finance Committee put in a lot
of time on their recommendations
and the senate did not take those
into consideration .. .1 was disgusted
with the whole thing," Martinez
also said.
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By D, M. FLYNN
LOBO News Editor
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The last day to withdraw from
a class is Friday, April 14. There
is NO fee,
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LOST&FOUND

1 Actress---Daniels
5 Spice

.

Thursday, April 6, 1978

For a responsive Graduate Student
Association, vote Gregg McReynolds GSA
President on April fifth.

ss
LOST: LADIES GOLD Watch, before spring break.
• Reward. 268-9591.
04/05

.

-~)

HOUSING

277M5907,

Prompted by the death of a UNM student in a hitand·run accident, the UNM Lobby Committee is
trying to have speed bumps installed on several streets
on and around the university, said Leonard Garcia,
president of the committee,
• Martin Paul Terry, 18, was killed March 8 on Mesa
Vista while attempting to cross Mesa Vista,
There have also been numerous complaints about
the fast driving around UNM streets, Garcia said.
The streets that the committee wants speed bumps
on are Mesa Vista, Sigma Chi and Redondo,
"basically the streets around the Greek area and the
dorms," he said.
Two of the streets, Sigma Chi and Redondo, are
owned by the city, which raises a problem in getting
speed bumps put in.

New Mexico

"GSA spending should benefit all
·
graduate students.~~

2.

State laws don't allow speed bumps on city streets.
In order to install speed bumps, the city must
"vacate" the streets, relinquishing their ownership
and giving them to the university, Garcia said.
l f the streets are vacated by the city, and given to the
university, the university would then contract the city
to ha.ve the speed bumps put in.
Garcia said that there would be no cost to the
University to get the streets from the city.
All residents, UNM students and private in·
dividuals, living on the three streets must approve the
plan by signing a petition and the university must
guarantee access to property if the streets are vacated
by the city, Garcia said.
The Lobby Committee will go before the Campus.
Planning Committee April 13-14 to get university
approval for the plan, he said.
UNM Vice President Marvin "Swede" Johnson and
Albuquerque City Conciliar Marion Cottrell have
been helping with advice on the plans, said Garcia.

By RACHEL DIXON
LOBO Staff Writer

Bl'ECIAL
fllOLLEC'l'IONS

41 Arrest
46 "Piano---Blues"
48 Wild boar,
for one
49 Conduits
50 Flaxlike
fiber
52 Murderer
53 Gem
54 Space
55---- Cuban
rhythms
56 Irish legislature
57 He.athen
deity
59 Measure by
steps
62 Venison
source

Martinez, Anaya and Toohey are
in violation of the ASUNM law 2-976 because they missed three
consecutive senate meetings. Under
the provisions of the law they may
be denied voting priveledges on the
senate and/or the legislative
committees.

Attorney General Wade Moody
said he was going Jo bring the
violations of the law to the attention of the senate at Wednesday's meeting. The senate,
however, failed to meet because of
a lack of quorum. Senators Anaya,

_.
Rick Anaya

,. ··,-·....

Arviso, Joe Gorman, Martinez and
Toohey were not present.
Vice president Dave Garcia said
four senators had told him they did
not want to pursue the censorEhin
of Martinez, Anaya and Toohey
because it was late in the session,

"''

Pat Toohey

He said absenteeism was part of
the overall problem of the senate's
ineffectiveness. "It shows their (the
senate's) irresponsibility," he said.
"There should be more control
over them to ·make the senate
answerable
to
their
con·
stitutency ... There is no place in the
law that makes them accountable,
You can't really make them do
anything they don't want to do,"
he said.
On the same note, Arviso, when
asked about her absences, said, "I
don't think it's right we're expected
to be at every meeting. I'm
graduating and to me that comes
first."
Senators Toohey and Anaya were
unavailable for comment. Toohey
has announced his resignation from
the Senate effective April 26 along
with Stephanie LeMay.
Wednesday night, the senate was
also expected to deal with several
peices of legislation, Two of the
bills, one concerning with
organizations and the budget
referendum, and a constitutional
ammendment must be dealt with in
time for the election. The election is
scheduled for Apr. 12.

Rudy Martinez

City Baseball Fans
Taste Major Play
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By Peter Madrid
The atmosphere wa . LO~O Sports Editor
·
5 Just nght· the
po£cor.n, peanuts, lost children and ple:~Y w;s cotton candy, snow cones
o, 1t wasn't that the New Mexi
o sun and beer.
'
" t~e ~sbAngeles Dodgers and the ~O~tat; Fair had come early, it was that
g~ve _I uquerque fans at the Sports
ee ~ewers had come to town to
o maJor league baseball.
mm ednesday afternoon a taste
. The fans who showed u to
'·
dtsappointed as Los Ang~es !~~ at~odger-Brewer game did not go home
arm of ~urt Hootoen and the bat f De game by a score of 2-0 behind th
The Will for the Dodgers up ed ~h . ave ~~p.es.
e
h Tl~~ Dodgers, who last yea~ won~~ e~hi~ltion season mark to FL!4.
t e J es of Lopes, Ron Cey, Steve
~ a tiOna! League pennant, sported
Duke bas~ ball players. The Duk y eag:r and a host of ex·A/buquerque
Dodgers.
es ares rne AAA farm club team of the
Th~ Sports Stadium was packed .
hand In the warm of an Alb
Wlth an excess of some 9 000 r·
Fa
h .
uquerque afternoo t
. •
ans on
ns w o In the past had attended D k
n o Watch big league ball.
non Dodgers, when their name was u e games applauded the ex-Dukes
· announced over' the pub]' dd '
system.
K'd
.
Ic a rcss
~ s who donned Dodger caps and b
stadmm whenever balls were hit ~ 1 ~sebaJl gloves scurried through the
cof~ed t.heit cameras for fear of get~~g :~~~ the Stands as photographers
su ~·;t?d bl.ew continuoiusly from left telr .m~hi?ery hit.
n I n t mmd the breeze alth
o ng t fteld but the fans in the
Pi epared With sweaters and ja~kets, ough the people in the shade came

st::f·

IJ·
;. '

It

II
I\

I

Collection boxes will be located at the SUB information desk, the
Zimmerman Library circulation desk, and at AGORA (277-3013)
THANK YOU FOR YOUR TIME AND THOUGHT
---~

L0BO photo

q, Pe<er modnd

\

From Park in Korean Scandal

Sam Ervin to Grace UNM

Merchant Forgets Cashing Check
WASHINGTON (UPI) A
Louisiana businessman, disputing
Tongsun Park's testimony on many
points, told . the House Ethics
Committee Wednesday he has "no
recollection" the Korean Rice
dealer ever gave him $5,000 check
for Rep. John Breaux, D-La.
Gordon Dore, who described
himself as a political ally of Breaux,
went before the panel a day after
Park
· he
the

a

money to Dore in December 1972
and the committee produced a copy
of the check showing it had been
cashed at Dore's bank in Crowley,
La.
Both Park and Dore testified
under immunity from prosecution
for any past act, but either could be
charged with perjury if the panel
concludes he has testified falsely.
"One of them is bound to be not
telling the facts," he said, either
because of lapse of memory of
"falsification."
Dore, president of the Supreme
Rice Mill in Crowley, said he might
have asked Park to give Breaux ~
campaign donation in late 1972.

But he added, ".J have absolutely
no recollection of ever seeing,
handling or being connected with
that check."
He said he had no idea who
cashed it at the small Crowley bank

and he could not be sure if Breaux
ever got any payments from Park.
Before the session started,
sources close to the panel . said
investigators were focusing on
park's relations with Breaux- who

has denied he got any money from
Park - and about five other incumbent democratic congressmen
in the panel's probe of alleged
Korean attempts to buy influence in
congress.

I
I

NAIROBI, Kenya (UPI) - Health Department officials Wednesday
ordered a mass evacuation of up to 150,000 slum dwellers in the capital in
an urgent campaign to halt the spread of cholera from Tanzania.
"A mass evacuation affecting about 150,000 slum dwellers in Nairobi
has been ordered as part of an intensified drive to prevent a cholera
epidemic in the city," the newspaper The Standard said in a frontpage
story.
"People living in high risk areas will be forced to leave homes which
have insanitary toilet facilities and no running water,'' it said.
The cholera outbreak started in Tanzania several months ago. Officials
there confirm 400 deaths but·medical sources say the real figure is probably
nearer I ,000. There have been four cholera deaths reported in Kenya.
All schools were closed in the Tanzanian capital of Dar Es Salaam and
an emergency b11ilding progr!lm nf sanitary facilities began there in effort
to halt the spread of the dread disease.
Special health committees were established in parts of Kenya to instruct
the population on preventive methods and Somalia slammed shut its
borders to Kenya and Tanzanian produce in an effort to stop cholera
spreading in that country.
Thousands of shantytowns and food kiosks built of cardboard, tin and
twigs have sprung up on Nairobi's outskirts in the last few years catering to
the capital's growing population.
The demolition orders will spread to many of these areas which provide
a breeding ground for flies and mosquitos.
"The demolition and health squads should be strenthcued as a matter of
urgency," said W .N. Mugo, medical officers of health.
He also urged the city to quickly institute f massive anti-fly and antimosquito campaign, speed up refuse removal, control the movement of all
food<;tuffs and embark on a campaign to renovate !tomes ami sanitary
faciltiies.

IS
Women and Management will sponsor a talk by Marjorie Worth
marketing consultant for the credit bureau. She will discuss "Women and
Credit" Mon., April 10, 12:15 p.m. BAS 122.
""Regular Aspects of Context-Free Deriviations" will be the subject of
computing center colloguim Thursday, Apri16 at 3 p.m. in CC 148.

GALVESTON, Texas (UPI) A helicopter circling to land on a
petroleum drilling ship flipped
into the Gulf of Mexico, trapping
and killing three passengers including the ship's captain, the
coast guard said Wednesday.
The helicopter pilot and co-pilot
and a drilling superintendent
survived the II :52 p.m. Tuesday
crash during a routine flight from
Sabine Passs to the drilling vessel
Glomar Java C, 73 miles southsoutheast of Galveston.
It was the fifth fatal crush itt six
years of a helicopter owned hy Air
Logistics Inc. of New Iberia, La.,
a spokesman said.
Both the fcdcrul av.lnlion ml·
ministration and the national
I ruu~pnrl a lion safety board WNC
investigating, a spokestnatl said.

Ballroom Dance Club gatherings are held every Friday 7:30 to 9:30p.m.
SUB Ballroom.
Campus Crusade for Christ will be having their weekly leadership
training class on Thursday at 7 p.m. in Mechanical Engineering Bdg. rm
102.
'I

II
II
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the Golan Heights WCdne~day ill a
key te't of the tl.N. peacekeeping
force'<; ability to take command in

ATfENTION SOPHOMORES!

AN avy Or Marine
Corps Commission
in Just Two Years!
'i""'m'""

New Mexico Women's Forum' '78 Open meeting for purposes of
evaluation. All interested persons invited. 7 p.m. Friday April 7 at 1718
Escalante SW.
Bake sale rundre.iser for the Longest Walk from 11 a.m on Mall,
Thursdny.

The Hlood Drive for students nnd staff will be hiday April 7, at 9 a.m.
to ::1 p.m., Rnbctls Rm,m. Znd floor, Scholes Hall. Sign up in Scholes
Room 108or cull277-4021 for appointment.
Thl' \lNI\1 Vnmlln Study (;roup will meet tonir,hf at 7:10 in Sllll rnnm
2:10 tn dimJs~ the (iod fragment within people.

The speech by the popular Ervin,
who became a national figure
during the televised Senate
Watergae Hearings, will cost $2.
Students will pay $1 to see the
octogenarian now practicing law in
North Carolina.
Ervin will be the guest of honor
at a 7:30 a.m. Friday prayer breakfast. The ubiquitous New Mexico
Sen. Pete Domenici will be the
keynote speaker at the eye-opener
in the SUB ballroom. The breakfast
will cost $2.50 for the general

public and $1.50 for students.
The New Mexico Symphony
Orchestra will present "Verdi's
Requiem" Friday and Saturday
night at Popejoy Hall at 8:15,
:_rickets for all these events are
available at all Ticketmaster
locations, including LP Goodbuy,
the SUB box office and Popejoy
Hall.
Garcia, he of the metal pipe
gavel, said, "These events are not
in any way pushing religion down
anyone's throat. Students can come
to these activities without being
preached at and we're not trying to
convert them."
Garcia said the purpose of the
third
annual Religious week was
UNM fraternity and sorority
members will be going to bed
together Saturday morning . for a
good cause. ,
A 10-mile bed race down Central
Ave. from Tramway Blvd. to Yale
will consumate the festivities of
Greek Week with all proceeds going
to the Jerry· Lewis Muscular
Dystrophy campaign.
A spokesman for the Greek
Week said individual fraternity and
sorority members would be
soliciting contributions from
students and faculty this week. The
person who raises the most money
•
will win a trip for two to
Disneyland for a weekend. Those
wanting to make a pledge can
contact any fraternity or sorority,
the spokesman said.

"to get everyone's mind stimulated
on religion. The main program has
something for everyone. We were
very careful not to confine ourselves to one religious sect."
Other religious-oriented campus
groups such as United Campus
Ministries, the Islamic Society and
others will be having individual
programs throughout the week,
Garcia said.

Join the

Greeks to Slide
U'lder the Sheets

PEACE CORPS

277-5907

LOOKIN'
FOXY. ...
FEELIN'
FANTASTIC

~

EXERCISE
SANDALS

Look great, feel fantastic
in this world famous sandal.
Exclusive toe crest sculpted.
on smooth beechwood base
helps tone legs natura;ly
as you walk. In exciting
NEW Natural Wheat and
Chocolate With
dark-toned base.

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

;Eyciglasses or CQntact Lenses.......,....
.O~c da.y service, qual.ity and
·style at reaSonable rost

all colors

Casey Optical. Co. ·
(Next dcor'to Casey Rexall Drug)•

Lomas at Wa5hingtoh
255-

4821

C~HTRAL

NE opposlta Hiland Shopping

How. Would You like To Make $3000 This Summer?
1.
2.
3.
4.

Must
Must
Must
Must

be willing to relocate.
be independent.
be a hard worker.
have entire summer free.

For An Interview Ca//883·8181

Wow! Montezuma Snowblasf with Fresca:
Cools off the gang.

Three $100 sdwturshiJI!> will he awarded by Phi Ha mote emlit~
Application~ nrc due April 10, and may he pirkcd up in the Dean nf

Students office.
Imporhmt meeting of La~ Campana~ fm nil old and prw;pectivc
members Thur~day April 6 at 7 p.m. in llokona l.nunge.

Israelis Test U.N. Troops' Control
BEIRUT, Lebanon (UPI) Norwegian troops barred an Israeli
patrol from entering a town near

announced.
Garcia, the lame-duck vice
president of the UNM student
body, announced the rest of the
schedule.
A musical program on "The
History of Religious Music in the
United States," will kick off the
activities on Tues~ay at 8:15 p.m.
in the· Alumni Memorial Chapel.
Admission is $1. Scheduled
serenaders
include
Cantor
Rosenblatt, the King David
Dancers, Max Burch and eight fine
singers from St. John's Cathedral.

N

3 Killed
In Copter
Accident

Epidemic Hits

TEQUILA

A speech on "religious liberty"
by former North Carolina Senator
Sam J. Ervin, best known for his
brow-beating questioning of key
Watergate figures during the sultry
summer of I 974, will highlight
• UNM "Religion in Life Week," on
campus next week.
Ervin will speak Thursday, April
13, at 8:15 p.m. in UNM's plush
Popejoy Hall, "Religion in Life
Week" chairman David Garcia

World News
In Kenyan Capital

PANCHO ViLLA

Dy TIM GALLAGHER
LOBO Editor

South Lebanon.
A token force of Lebanc;e
security police arrived in Ihe south
to join the U.N. peacekeeper<; in
trying, 'onwtimcq with succe~~ and
'iometime'i without it, to separate
J;raeli and Palc'itinian forces in the
emha!tlecl region.
"I hough they numbered only
about I()() men, the presence of the
l.ehancr,e force was considered a
<;mall hut ~ignificant first step in rc"
ae,<;er!ing the Beirut government'~
IWihorily over South Lebanon for
the lirr,l time ill two years.
Witnesses said the Norwegians
refuo,ed to allow the Israeli patrol
from nearby Rachaya AI Foukhar
!o pa1~ the U.N. checkpoint at
Hebbariyeh. After an argument,
!he Imtdis turned back, the wit-

ASUNI\1-(iSA l'uetry Series Pre~cnt' Black Mountain po~! Robert
Cree ley reading in the Kiva Friday, April7, at R p.m.
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Editorial
~n·tangible

l::l

Oh Cnlcutta Good and Bad

Quality

Whenever one discusses the New Mexico Public Interest Research
Group, there is a certain intangible quality that must be considered.
That intangible cannot be defined, but it might best be hinted at by
asking the question, "If MPIRG can't survive in a university environment, where else can it survive?"
BY AND LARGE, THE PERCENTAGE of students who are concerned about the environment, energy and social problems, is probably
higher than the percentage in the general population. Causes unpopular
to the masses show sup rising strength in college-age groups, perhaps
because we realize it is our future that's being decided.
So while one can debate the value of NMPIRG, few can deny the
need for the existence of such an organization. And while many say
NMPIRG doesn't do much for the students, some projects they do
take, are projects that probably wouldn't get a lot of support outside
the UNM community.
We believe there is a need for organizations such as NMPIRG which
often tackle causes that are not widely popular.
OUR EDITORIALS THIS WEEK have not been meant as an attempt to sway voters on the issue of giving NMPIRG $40,000. We wili
make an editorial decision whether or not to back NMPIRG next week
and on this page Monday, there will be a pro-con argument on NMPIRG.
We have tried to stimulate thought on the extremely important issue
of NMPIRG and hope that each of you will vote in next Wednesday's
election.
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Glowing In the Dark

by Hala Anne-Marie TOUBBEH
The plight of the Palestinian Arab population has been one of imperialistic domination, incurred both by the State of Israel and by its
most advocatory Western power, the United States. Palestinian antagonism and terrorism have been consistently condemned by the
American media with no explanations as to their root causes.
Naturally, for instance, the terrorist actions of the Palestinians upon
the Israeli athletes (1976) must not be condoned. However, those
Israelis constituted the comrades of those who have displaced for
decades Palestinians from their home villages, and who have subsequently threatened and violently prevented those refugees from
peacefully returning to their rightful domiciles. By parallel, then,
terrorism inflicted by the State of Israel must similarly 'be denounced.
While the Palestinians work in small-scale operations, smuggling
themselves under cover of night into villages, causing 10 or 20 deaths,
the Israelis retaliate by sending aeroplanes, dropping thousands of tons
of explosives over Palestinian and other Arab villages, towns and
camps-killing Arabs by the hundreds. The American media have
consequently masked this Israeli terrorism, and simply have labelled this
killing as "normal" or conventional, not as the result of serious commando action.
Historically, Theodore Herzl and Chaim Weizmann both advocated
the creation of a Jewish homeland with the confines of the Palestine
boundaries-the realization of an autonomous community built up by
an intellectual elite imbued with a cultural conscience of its people. In
1933, in order to perpetuate and to realize these goals, the lrgun Zvai
Leumi (National Military Organization) assembled under the control of
Menachem Begin. First prominent in terrorism against the Arabs, it also
struck the British. An organization hated by Zionists as well who
deplored the lrgun's use of arbitrary terror and fascist rhetoric, it
committed such agonizing atrocities as to provoke David Ben-Gurion, a
former prime minister of Israel, to eliminate it. GuiltY of the Deir Yassin
mnssacre of April 1948, led by Begin, the lrgun obliterated virtually
every inhabitant of the Palestinian village. The lrgun massacre, neither
the first nor the last incident of vicious Israeli terrorism, was executed in
order to satisfy the one-third Palestinian minority quota requirement of
the U.N. Partition Plan of 1947 for the establishment of a Zionist state.
Such acts of Israeli terrorism can be found througi, the past three
decades; the present Middle Eastern situation will hopefully not be yet
another augury of vindication.

.' ur perspective on the issue of radioactive waste disposal, let's take a
bnef look at the level of expertise and reliability demonstrated in the
past by the nation's nuclear establishment. The Atomic Energy
Commission was established in 1946 to both promote and regulate the
development of nuclear power: a dual role uncommon in our system.
Over the years it became an insulated society of technocrats immune to
outside criticism and almost totally free of outside control. They have
done a notoriously bad job of keeping their own house clean.
Throughout the 1950's the U.S. (and Russia) conducted hundreds of
atmospheric tests of nuclear weapons. The AEC assured us that fallout
from these explosions posed no danger to the public or the envir~>nment. They said this, presumptuously, while the first data was
be1~g g.athered and the scientific debate was just beginning. As
rad1oact1ve fallout mounted worldwide and serious health effects
became apparent, the AEC, rather than chance its views found it
convenient to raise the permissable levels of radiation ~xposure.
Eventually, things became too "hot" even for them and a quiet reversal
of views pr~vided incentive for the Partial Nuclear Test Ban Treaty of
1963. As befits an agency above the criticism of mere mortals, no public
acknowledgment of error was made.
Abnormally high cancer rates had been observed in European
uranium mines for decades, and its cause (radon gas and its byprod.ucts) ~?s ~learly u~derstood ..But when the AEC fired up the
uramum mmmg mdustry 1n the U.S. It ignored the European experience
and allowed American miners to work under highly hazardous con·
ditions. Only in recent years have standards equivalent to those across
the Atlantic been enforced, even as the first indications of rising cancer
rates among the miners appear. When the west wind blows in
Albuquerque, take a deep breath and think of the uranium tailngs in
Grants, blowing in the wind. Can you guess who we have to thank for
that?
We've been hearing recenty about the Bikini Islanders in the South
Pacific, who were returned from exile to their A-bombed home.
Lo, Atomic. Energy Commission begat Energy Research and
Development Admil)istration and Nuclear Regulatory Commisssion.
ERDA begat Department of Energy. Faithful retainers such as Los
Alamos and Sandia Laboratories have served all generations of this
cozy family. The organizations, attitudes, and in some cases the very
individuals who brought us all the above (and morel are the same ones
who are now trying to sell us on nuclear waste disposal in New Mexico.
Would you even buy a used car from these folks?
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Letter Clarified

Since my recent article entitled Wasting N.M. Energy was misprinted
and most likely misunderstood by the readers I would like to correct the
tYpos.
There was a vital comparative statistic in the second paragraph which
was wrong. Three weeks ago Albuquerque received 1080 watts per
square meter of solar energy, while California usually receives on/y830840 watts per meter squared (except in Death Valley). The way the
sentence read in Thursday's paper you would have thought that Death
Valley was in or near Albuquerque.
Second, there is a big difference between insolation and insulation,
and I will hope that the LOBO gets it right from now on.
Third, and most important, is the paragraph which was deleted in its
entirety. It read as follows:
Call your councilor, he or she is the person who can turn your opinion
into city plans and policies. Call Mr. Harry Davidson, tell )lim vlhat you
think Albuquerque's plans for a mandatory solar ordinance ought to oo.
Call PIRG, they are a good organization which will help you lobby for
your cause. And for more information about solar energy in N.M. get in
touch with the New Mexico Solar Energy Association in Santa Fe.
Kate Hollander

'

Ban·d .1·

by William Tallen

Palestinian Arabs

The Jo.ck o.nd Jill Scene from "Oh Co.lcutto.."

;--,------..;-......-;:;____ T;....----.:...;...----.-,---------

Mestizo: A boogie night at UNM's
own Subway Station in the
basement of the SUB this Friday
night.
The Spectrum: A new band
begining at the Turn of the
Century Club through Saturday
night. The Turn of the Century is
located in the Winrock Mall.
Allllshtd: Funky dancing music at
the l3ird of Paradise Lounge on
Gibson just cast of San Mateo.
l'nssing Through: This Las Vegas
show band will pass through the
Bolero Lounge in the Hilton Inn
(on University at Menaul) through
the weekend.
Cnlnmlty: Folk, country and
bluegrass
prevails
at
the
Monastery Inn on Menau! and
Eubank through Saturday.
Cosmic Charlie: Rock with a nice
jaz1. flavoring continues to keep
the Friar's Pub on its toes this
week (on Lomas bet ween San
Jlcdro and Louisiana).
Honcywood: Mellow sounds
behind the fireplace at Okic's this
Saturday night. No cover.
Downtown
Sound:
Original
members from Amigos have
settled in at the Fogg's Bar in the
Albuquerque Inn, downtown, of
course.
Mars: The steak caters arc working
off the pounds on the dance floor
of the Establishment in Mon·
tgomery Mall on north San Mateo.
Peyote: This seven-member band
will attempt to keep the drinkers
high at the Chelsea Street Pub in
Coronado Mall through Saturday.
Macho Power: Still in full force and
in control at the Latin Quarter on
west Central through the weekend.
H. Hopper: Lively rock and roll
(some popular and some original)
continues at Alfalfa's on Lomas
between Washington and San

Mateo through the weeke:nd·.
L. 8. Cottonwood: Cottonwood is
back again (where have they been
all this time?) with it's hard
driving country at the Apollo
Lounge on San Mateo just south
of Lomas. Next week the Apollo
will present the lovely western
swing sounds of Heart Swing,
featuring Christine and Donna
from the old Ozone Express.
Uncle • Hert: Rock and roll and
mellow country at the Hog's
Breath Saloon on north San
Mateo.
Street Tnlk: Popular funk lakes
over at Ned's on Central through
the weekend. Get there early if you
want to get in.
Out of the llluc: You should be
dancing at the Friar's East on
Wyoming just north of the
freeway through the weekend.
Uuzzurd lloogic Band: Progressive
country-rock is homing in at the
i 1 xtra Point Lounge.
Two For One Trio: It's a free-forall til Alfalfa's through Friday
during the cocktail hours.

1~bis

GEORGE GESNER
There was a time when someone
uttered the words Oh, Calcutta,
you would stand back in shock
thinking heathen thoughts. Times
have changed and so have sexual
attitudes.
So it wasn't surprising that when
the controversial Broad way
production finally arrived in
Albuquerque, it j1,1sl didn't cause
that much friction among the local
natives. With all the controversy
erased one got to see what the show
was really all about.
Unfortunately, the show, performed by one of the travelling
casts, had some very weak moments
which all the redeemable and
hilarious portions just couldn't
overshadow. The show started with
the whole cast dressing into robes
and performing a dance showing
the audience glimpses of their vital
parts. They teasingly prepared the
crowd for what would become an
es~ential part of the skits performed.
The first two skits about
swinging couples and a Hee-Haw
sex dialog were disastrous and
tiring. lt wasn't until The Letters to
the Editor skit came along that my
interest was sparktd. The coordination of voices and the precise
timing added to a wonderful piece
that made local references to the
Albuquerque Dukes. A writhing
nude couple made for a suitable
background as a female vocalist
sang· a lover's song sounding very
much like Helen Reddy.
The second half started with a
skit about 1ack and Jill which
started with a frivolous air of innocence but ended up as a tense
dramatic situation. Another tale
about a clumsy man with a sexual

TODAY
1'wo Moons A Day
Keeps Dennis Garcln.
Away

by Garry Trudeau

If You Know Delli liS
Shake His Hand

Phi Betta Kappa

Election Meeting
Thursday April 6 at 7:30 in the
SUB room 2SO-D
All Phi Betta Ka_ppas are

Join the
Housing Professions
Growing New Mexico needs you
Complete pre-licensing preparation
for

• Real Estate Brokers
• Real Estate Salesmen
• General Contractors

Day and Evening classes

ALBUQUERQUE
CAREER INSTITUTE
"The School that cares"

call: 883-4003
10% tuition discount with this ad.
Bring your I.D.

N

IS
Thursday the committee is
honored to prc,ent in person,
filmmaker Gary Doberman. He v.iU
screen his complete work>, including some recently comp;e::.eo
films. Stan Brakhage has .:a:ced
Doberman one of less then :;:.'} :::;a
film artists working in this ..:.:c;.;::::;.
today.

Itt 1'1tc

llliWIY
S!lfl(tft
In 'l'hc Student (Tnion

we have many excellent ground·
f'cor cpportunities aval!able. Room and
tca•ct. salaries. ber.ef1ts and complete
trammg are provided. Advancemen~ depends or. your desire and effort - ours 1s a
ptomote from wtthm company.

Boogie Down To The
SouudsOi

I''

cu are a hardworking lnd1vrdua1, at least
<;'):,;)tlleen years old, and able to make a $50
'li1'~>"1dable deposit on a 3 month mmlmum
\\01K <:omm1tm0nt. we inv1te vvu to see
~-:-ut Part·T1me Summer P!acene111 Off;ce.

HlaSIPD iT 1:11!.ltl.

~2.00

cncla

Find a Job
Find Yourself
at the Grand Canyon!

Ct.~·e'1tly.

lhdltling llal'licmcnt

i\.chn isl'lii on Pri ccl'li
Staulcuts ~t.OO cncb
~:!:~(With t.n .• t•h•l"o Ouc (incst)

Grand Canyon
National Park Lodges

Wor'r<:1ng at the G·a:-c Ga:1yon National Park
Lodges is a umque ex;:;erce:r:ce for rr:a:w.
The beauty of the land. tre fne:odi) -Nor~ -ig
errv1ronment. the chance to meet peo;:.e
f•om all over the world - these a•e J'-lSt
sore of the reasons why many of our em·
;:::.Jyees work year-round or return season
a•ter season.
·

Friday .Night

111 nblic

mentator in an unusual place
brought about a few laughs.
·
The show ended as it began with
the cast dancing nude on stage and
discussing why they tried out for
their parts, It didn't add much to
the show and even the nudity
became disguised in non-identity
after a while.

2620 San Mateo N.E.

DENNIS GAilCIA

nAY

chamber of delights and traps and a
WO!llan of experience and beauty
was a charming and humourous
piece.
The hospital scene with Harpo
and Groucho types had some funny
lines, but proved to be quite sketchy
and lacking in plot development.
The reference to a local com-
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To Aid i1 Big Brother; Big Sister Program

NCAA Seeking Student Athletes

The NCAA Volunteers For
Youth, a nationwide pilot program
in which college student-athletes
"_big_
and
b1g sisters to Jumor high school

:;r ;,ol,unt~er t~,be

p...

brot~ers"

youths who are' having problems at
school and horne, will be intraduced this week at UNM by two
recent
Stanford
University
graduates.

PREPARE FOR:

MCAT ·OAT • LSIT • GMAT '----~
GRE • OCAT ·VAT· SIT
1MB I, II, III·ECFMG·FLEX·VQE

l

NAT'L DENTAL BOARDS • NURSING BOARDS

! E~T~~~ER

Flexible Programs & Hours·

CJ"bere IS •

z 9 ~~?1~ 16

For Information Please Call:

d~fferen~em

John Blanchard and Sallie Bray
· both former participants i~
Stanford's program, will hold a
short introductory meeting tonight,
at 7:30 p.m., in Johnson Gym,
Room 124 for interested male and
female athletes fom all teams on
campus.
.
. Sponsored by the National
Collegiate Athletic Association and
each participating institution's
athletic departmen~ "the program
offers college student-athletes an
opportunity to provide one-to-one
·companionship for junior high
school youngsters who need and
want their help. Each student
~-

,

~

TEST PREPARATION
Snowheights NE
SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938
Albuq. New Mex.
MCAT Classes
Start Feb.18
87112
Outside N.Y. State Only CALL TOLL FREE: 800-223·1182

athlete and youth develop their
friendship through activities of
rnutaul interest, such as atte11ding
campus sports events, camping,..
bike-riding, playing one-on-one
basketball or just sharing what is on
their minds.
Blanchard· and Bray said the
main purposes of the Volunteers
For Youth Program are: 1) to
provide positive role models for
youths, 2) to improve the self-image
of youngsters who are experiencing
• difficulties in growing up, and 3) to
curb patterns of behavior which can
often lead. to juvenile delinquency.
Originated
at
Stanford
'

·-

Centers In Malar US Cities Toronto, Puerto Rico and Lugano, Switzerland

University nine years ago, the
program was expanded to five other
NCAA institutions in 1975-University of ·Alabama, Duke,
Harvard, Northwestern, and Yale-through the efforts of studentatfllete participants.
Traveling in teams of two,
Blanchard and Bray and two other
Stanford graduates are coodinating
the national expansion of the
pro.grafu !n 1977-78. The. _four
national duectors plan tc;> VISit 19
selected institutions during the
current academic year to help
athletic departments and student
athletes establish quality programs.
"We are making this trip because
we have seen it work. The program
has added a new dimension to the
Jives of many youths by improving
their self-esteem, academic performance, and relationships with
peers and family members.
"The NCAA Volunteers For
Youth is an excellent way to tap the
•· · personal resources of student
· i athletes across the country."

GSA PARTY
Ftldo.y, April 7

8:30Pm
Golden Inn
Ple~se Bring ID Ccuds
m~y Bring One Gu~st
With One c~rd

rm siCk and tired of spending a Uptown Stottt.
Unlvetslty Stote
tortune on tapes and records 4517 CenttG\I tU.
2222 CenttG\I S.E. and rm not going to take it
266-9887
anymore!
255-2225
ffion.-SG\t. 10-8
ffion.-Thuta.10-10
Sun.12-6
.. 'Gettln Better·
Ftl. SG\t. 10-12
Sun. 12-6
All The Time"

I.

Monday-·
Michelob Night
door prizes
and dart
tournament

Drink Specials
8-9 M-F 25•
Happy Hour
2for 1
4:30-7:00
Entertainment

6ft.
T.V. screen

..
newly remodeled

lunches served daily

NOW APPEARING
UNCLE BERT
Kiwi appearing AprillO thru 15

Now is the time to get all your old track friends together for the annual
Intramural Track and Field Meet on Apri114 and 16.
A. mandatory managers meeting is slated for Aprill3 at4 p.m. in room
124 of Johnson G)m.
Final~ in the softball throw and shot put will be Friday along with the
prelim_inaries for the 50-yd. dash, 100-yd. G!:,\:, :!20, 440-rclay, 880, 20dash, 2-mile. 880-medley relay and mile relay.
Field events on Sunday include the long jt:mp, !",;gh jump and discus.
Each individual participant can enter only five event> including relays: 3
ficld/2 !"UT"'ing cr 2 field/J running.
Andes uang b the defending dtiunpion jus! J;osing ou1 Play<::·. h'l. >~ ,r.
This e\ent ju't about wraps up the lntramUJal program so <:veryonc, •• ~
indivuals or team, come out and run a race or enter a field event. For more
information piea~c come by room 230 of Johnson Gym or call277-5i5i.
Entries are d uc h; A. pril 11.
It is not tau late to enter a six man or six woman team in the Intramural
Super Team Event. A managers meeting is scheduled at 4 p.m. today in
room 124 of Johnson Gym and entries will be accepted up until then.
Super te::t:m will c•llloist of 5 events including a team innertube race, a
tube relay race, tug-of-war, darts and an obstacle course. fhe water events
will be Friday afternoon and others will be Saturday morning. Get a team
up and.bring the entry to the meeting this afternoon.

Lobo Nine Sweeps
-nil}

(0

HAVING A PARu • I,
~'/

IM Track Nears

"''IESfA
,
.
,
.
r
fBJ , \\

WITH

I

t>

JUAREZ
TELlUILA

When you're giving a party ...
Why not be the smarty ...
& plan a FlESIA WITH PUNCH!
Then your friends won't be taruv ...••·
And they'll drink hale and hearty .........._.-.
'Cause JUAREZ is the

The New Mexico baseball team upped its season mark to :n-11 Tuesday
in Las Vegas, N.M. as the Lobo nine swept a double header from New
Mexico Highlands by scores of 11-1 and 3-1
The games were tuneup tilts before the 'Pack of coach Vince Cappelli
begin Western Athletic Conference play on Friday night against the
Arizona Wildcats.
The first game went only five innings as UNM scored five runs in the
first and third inning to win. Lobo Mike Foote blas\ed a three-run homer
to place the win.
In the second game, Aaron Cain blasted home runs in the first and third
innings to lead UNM to its second win of the day.

Okies
~~

"BESTA THE BUNCH"!

daily 11-3
'

'

Thur. o.t 8:00
The Union
(sub) Theo.tre
presents:

Presents
Foot Long
Hot Dogs

.35c

•'

!!.,
"
'

II

Guest
ftlmmo.ker
Go.ry
Dobermo.n

' For o.
screening o.nd
discussion of

4800 SHn Mateo

Phone 881-8233

trfAK.E
1rA

Larry McGovern, a three time letterman on the Stanford
Univ. football team, takes time out to talk to his friend
Brian.

His
Complete
works

Frldo.y:
Humphtey
Bogo.rt in
The Co.lne
mutiny
7:00 ~nd 9:15

I
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SINGER SEWING MACHINE. Equipped

t~

but·

SUNG LASS HD'OTS

tonhole, monogram, darn, fancy pauerns Pay
$19.00 and take machine. 268-4393,

CIQssifieds
PERSONALS

1.

HOW WOULD YOU like to make $3000 this
~ummer? 1,) Must be willing to relocate. 2,) Must be
mdepend.~nt. 3,) Must be a hard work~r. 4.) Must
have enure summer free. For an interview ·stop by
SUB 231-D, April 6 or 7, 12:00,3:00,6:00 or 9:00
pm.
04/07
CONTACTS??? POLISHING & SOLUTIONS.
Casey Optical Company. 255-8736
tfn
ACCURATE INFORMATION ABOUT con·
traception, sterilization, abortion. Ri8ht to Choose,
294-0171.
04/28
~OW LONG CAN IT GO ON?'I?? Natural Sound
Records and 'rapes storewide sale is now in its third
month--t~e longest sale in the history of New Mexico.
All6:98 hst LP's are 3.99, all7.98 list LP's are 4.89
Higher list LP 1s and nil tapes, 1,00 off regular price:
Natural Sound has a large stock of used records and
tapes which ~re guaranteed against defects, priced at
1.99 up. Bnng down your unwanted records and
tapes and trade for cash or new music, Natural Sou~d
R:cords & Tapes, 119 Harvard SE, (across from
H1ppo fee Cream), and 8019-A Menaul NE.
04/14
GENERAL CINEMA CORP. discount movie tickets
now available, SUB Box Office. $2.50.
tfn
1ST A~NUAL EVERYTHING must go spring sale·ptpes, tobac~o's, paraphernalia, Imported
ctgaret.tes, ceiestml .teas, rainbows, incense,
everythmg up to 40 per cent off at Pipe & Tobacco
Road, 107B Cornell SE, acruss frorn UNM. M-F
8:30-6:00, Sat. 10·5. (Expecting a tax refund? One
dollar puts any pipe on layaway!)
04/10

a!l

HAIR-AUDITIONS-SUNDAY 4/9 12:00-7:00 pm
and Monday 4/10 6;30-10:00 pm, 142 E. DeVargas
Santa Fe. Come and/or caU 983-6644 HAIR. 04/10
GAYS/LESBIANS: WEAR blue-jeans on April 14
and demonstrate gay pride. Call 268-9240 for inT
formation.
04/14
CHAPARRAL TRY-OUTS BEGIN Monday, April
lOth thru Aprill~th. Meet in JohnsorrOym at4:30 by
trophy case.
04/11
STEVE MYER, MARIO ORTIZ--Vote the veterans
for ASUNM senate.
04/12
IT LOOKS like we've got h together.
04/07
WATCH FOR TCHI Paid for by EO.
04/06
YOUR $266,000 is decided by 20 people your vote
04/06
makes the difference. Vote COALITION.'
GONNA BOOGIE TONITE? Ned's has Street Talk
for dancing unti12 am.
04/06
BEULA ROSE CRABTREE, how about a 'picnic
Sunday? T.L. Thompson. XO.
04106
SWANSON'S REALLY COOKING. P/B reg. 04/06
RO~BAL,

We rc number one. Deceased Editors.

UNM BOOKSTORE SALE Slat IS Mo11day, Apri!IO·
·Watch LOBO for valuable coupon!
04/07
HYPERBARIC CHAMBER TOURII Scuba Club
members if you plan on going, place name in message
envelope, Scuba Office before4/14178.
04/12

2.

LOST&FOUND

FIND YOURSELF in ihe Peace Corps. Ortega 233.

ss

277~5907.

LOST: DEL RIO Antologia U"Literatura Espanola
Cal! Linde, 294·3248.
04/o6
LOST: LADIES BULOVA watch in west Jot or on
campus. Sentimental value. 293-0737.
04/06
LOST: BLACK LEATHER wallet. Please return to
mailing address on driver's license. No ques1ions
asked.
04/07
FOUND: POCKET CALCULATOR. identify, Kim,
04/10
881·1258.
FOUND: GREGORY CHARLES JOHNSTON'S 1D
in Saru Reynolds Hall. Claim Art Office, Room 204.
04/07

HAY A 'I SHALOM

Recorded Message
Phone 296·8568

Do You Need
Cash?
Earn $15.00 a week
Donate Twice Weekly

Blood
Plasma
Donor Center
8 am to 5 pm
Tuesday - Saturday
Doctor in
residence

842-6991
Albuquerque
1307 Central NE

FOUND: OVERGROWN PUPPY--some labrador
blood. Has white on chest, orange ribbon around
neck. Found near Purdue PI, a·nd Amherst, 277-5240
or 255·8404.
04/07
FOU~D: LEV~ J~CKET, near Art Dept, Office.
Ident1fy and chum mArt Dept. Rm. 204.
04/i2
FOUND; POCKET CALCULATOR in UNM Kiva
trassroom, two weeks ago. Identify. 277-4034. 04/12
FOUND: WALLET BELONGING to Vincent
~ar_lon Brewer. Claim Rm. lOS, Marron Hall. 04/12
REWARD!! SMALL, BLACK, pregnant(?) Terrier
lost frorn Zimmerman during Spring break. 281-5817:
04/12

3.

SERVICES

LSAT·MCAT REVIEW COURSES. Prepare Now,
Call PENM842-5200.
tf"
Q~ ~YPING SERVIC.E. A complrte typing and
ed1tonal_ system, Techmcal, general, legal, medical,
scholastiC. Charts & tables. 345-2125.
04/29
KINKO'S. TYPING SERVICE (IBM selectric) and
now 3-mnlUte Passport Photos, No appointment,
268-8515.
tfn
TYPING tST QUALITY, 883-7787.
tfn
ROTOTILLING BY APPOINTMENT. Group rates
availabl~. Call Tim, 268-6510.
04/28
~CCURATE

TYPING BY PROFESSIONAL. 242·
.266,
04/07
EDITORIAL SERVICE AND writing assistance,
265-1164,
04/10
TYPING .. CALL 266-0142.
04/14
NEED HELP WITH Papers? Typing, editing:
revision, research. 281-3001.
'
04/tO
ONE DAY RAFT Trips, 516. Bob 296-1725.
04/06

4. HOUSING
TRADE--MY HOUSE in Washington D.C. during
summer months for house or apartment in
Albuquerque. For particulars, call my mather-·
Albuquerque 266-3938.
•
,
04/06
ROOMMATE WANTED. SHARE nice 2 bdr,
house. 268-0910.
04/06
WHAT IS A COLLEGE INN? Recreation rooms.
Study lounges. Pool, underground parking. Social
programs. 303 Ash NE, 243-288 J..
04/06
ROOMMATE WANTED--EXCEPTIONAL house
m Corrales. , Non·smoker, quiet, prefer graduate
student/workmg person. Sl40. 898· 7798.
04/06
FEMALE ROGMMA TE TO SHARE 2-bdrm apt
Full security. Share expenses. Call am 842-0046.04/07
ROOMMATE NEEDED TO SHARE 2-bdrm
i'!Partmcnt ~-minutes from UNM, $95/monlh plus VJ
phone. Laundry. Move In May I st. Call4:00-6:00 pm
04/07
weekdays 265-0781.
FURNISHED EFFICIENCY. UTILITIES paid. 1710
Coal Pl. SE. Cnll898-t2l4.
04/to
RC?OMY 1-BDRM FURNISHED apartment, utilities
pa1d. 116 HarvardSE. Call898-1254.
04/10
FOR SALE OR RENT immediate occupancy, J974
14 X 65 Town and Country mobile home. 2 bedroom,
I 3/4 baths, fully carpeted. 898-7171.
04/13

5. FOR SALE
PEUGEOT BICYCLES SALES, service, accessories,
JJ Moped, .3222 Central SE, 268-3949.
04/14
OUTSTANDING PRICES ON Maxell C-90 blank
cassettes! UD: $3.25. UDXL: $4. Minimum 6.
Fircny, 256·1495,
04/17
YAMAHA CR·IOOO. Bose901 series III speakers plus
equalizer, and AKAI 6300 10 inch reel to reel tape
deck for just $1000. Contact Brian at 265-8478 and
leave message.
tfn
BICYCLES: BEST BUYS on French Bertin's and
~ther fine makes. From New Mexico's only direct
Importer. R.C. Hallet's, 843~9378.
04107
'_71 PINTO A/C, DEPENDABLE, reasonable, 268·
4174a(ter6pm.
04/07
MOVING SALE: 71 Maverick, TV, furniture. 2775237, 266-9945,
04/07
EXCELLENT TUNE-UPS $10. Bob, 26S-4ll54, 26l·
3225.
04/07
10 SPEED "ASTRA'' Bicycle llh: years old-excellem condition--plus extras, $65. Call Earl 2689949.
04/10
1967 PLYMOUTH. GOOD WORKING condition,
4-door, very reasonable. 6614 Central SE.
04/10
UNCLAIMED LAY-A .. WAY. Tappan microwave
oven, brand new browning element. adjustable
shelves. Very small monthly payments. 266·5872.
04/10
SPECJAL 3 DAYS ONLY. Sewing machine and
vacuum cleaner, clean oil and adjust, $3.95. 2665871.
04/tO

·04/10

· Ray-Bans, Photo-Chrome,
Gradients, Mirrors, or Polorized.

NEW SANSUJ RECEIVER system, Will s"acrifice
equity, Turntable, 2 King Kong speakers, cassette,
only 1 system. Assume small monthly payments. 266·
5871,

Big screen, tint
controls, new factory warranty, take over small
monthly payments till balan~;:e is pald off. 266-5872.

SONY TRINITRON COLOR.

\

1968 CAMARO RALLYSPORT. Great condition
883-4430.
•
04/10
HANG GLIDER, CIRRUS ?, 140 bag. applied
leadmg edges, mverted struts; excellent condition
836·9134 after 5:30 or weekends.
04/J:i

6.

EMPLOYMENT

(flext

dour to cu.sq Rexail Drug

.
·

·~---. Lomas at Washington
255-6329

OLDTOWN

04/10
UN~~LIEVABLE tO YEAR GUARANTEE, Color
tele~ISJon, unclaimed lay-a~way, automatic, fine
tunmg, No down payment, small monthly payments
266-4391.
04/10
OLD PIANO--HAMILTON, $200, 268·8303 2680754.
.
•04/t 1
ANTIQUE CLOTHING, NEW group--Large
collection, 1900-1919 whites, gowns velvets new
1_930's·l940's never-worn dres!ies. Fl'id,ay only, '12 pm
t1lS pm, 419 Dallas NE. Cash only.
04/07
'72 VEGA SEDAN, Excellent coudition. Economical
4-specd. $800, Must sell, Ca11881-2670 after 5 pm,
04/11
'?2 DATSUN FASTBACK. Top condition. New
t1res, battery, clutch. $1250 or best offer. Must sell.
Call881-6852after5pm.
04/Jl'
'72 PLYMOUTH $750. 266-9882,
04/t t
RED KIRBY•·ONLY $59 with Commercial heavy
duty motor. $5 per month, no interest, new warranty.
268-4394.
04/10

Gasey Optical Co,

Mak•rs of Hand Mad•
Indian J•w•try

04/10

,- jti.P.'i. RACf!EL

DIXON
~anON$ DOLORES WOOD
. LOBO Staff Writers

ALASKA GAS LINE

After allocating $275,223.75,
which is 75 cents more than it has,
the ASUNM Senate has offended a
·great many groups and left others
irate. Since the senate rationale for
the cuts has been printed in senate
meeting stories, the LOBO has
cbntact student groups for their
side of the story.
Fiesta Committee: Requested
$8000; was voted $4500. Treasurer
David Shaw said, "I think we can
survive on that. as long as next
year's committee follows what
we're doing this year such as
limiting live entertainment on the
mall to the daytime. But there are a
lot of expenses, like renting the
mall, getting entertainment, and
payirig to have it cleaned up the
next day."
Shaw said the committee would
probably go back to ASUNM in the
fall to ask for more money.

SUMMER JOBS

$2,000 A WEEK
doll~:~ ~o~e~~ls~~Otl~rc c~~ncke

too. capr_n

o.ne., two, even three t,tlOUSilnd

as a
11 ipCIInc-? Then don't pass up this
opp.ortun!ty to obtain Information which could lead to the l1iqhcst

~~~~~iu~~~~oc~~v;;n?;:ai~,e~J ~s~s:ib~~~~ n ~ortm~lio n1on the unions and

Al~ska with th
dd
< •
u
ow llose who came tn
land a ·ab
e ~o
s again.st t_hc": took the riCJtlt stops and were able to
. n
J
nn the Alaska 011 ~IPCiillc, St~ps y,vhicll could prove to be tile
~LI~wf~r~~~~~~u~lsaesa~ch f fo~ a JOb on tile Alaska qiiS line. The CJilS line Will
Canada and will of~
or sel vera I hundred miles bcfnrc crossnltl lllto
'
er emp oymcnt opporhJnitics for tho11sands Th 0
who
adva.ntage of_ these opporturi"lties could fmd
011
rtoh'c"ds~nolcfldnanclal sec':mtdy_. All requests for information will be processed
..
ay as rccc1ve .

tal<~

thems~lvcs'

t ~~

Mail $3.00 cash, check or money order to:

Nom•---'---------Address
City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Stnte
Zip

Alaska Gas Line Services
P.O. Box 3616 O.T.

Anchorage, Alaska 99510

LIVE~IN HOUS~KFEPER, MATURE, responsible,
pl~asant perso~allt.y, to do house-sitting, be mindful
ol. 9-year:old_glrl, 1ron, shop, and o~casionally travel
With fam1ly, m exchange for room with bath board
and excellent salary. Please reply to: Nan~y. Bo~
933~. Albuquerque, NM 87119.
04/07
GOT THOSE SUMMER work blue's? Smile--students
wor~lng nmlonally known program made aJ)~roxlmat~ly $:.!50.00 per week in 1977. For more
ulformatton, call883-8181,
04/07
GRADUATE STUDENTS WITH technical
backg.mund to do bibliographic/litcraturNearching
part-time. Technology· Application Center, 2500
Central SE, 277-3622. Ask for Margie Hlava. 04/07
LIVE-IN AIDE for young handicap women. Femaie
preferred. Call after 5:30 pm. Basically eveOing arid
weekend work, Must drive. Cali821-773S.
04/11
OVERS~AS JOBS--S,UMMER/Year-round. Europe,
S. Amenca, Austral1a, Asia, etc. All fields, $::500~1200 ~onthly, expenses paid, sightseeing. Free
mformatton--Write: BHP Co., Box 4490, Dept. NB,
Berkely, Ca. 94704.
04/28
EARN SSO A DAY making deliveries: Musl have car
must be outgoing. Call Micah at 883-8182.
04/10

The ASUNM-GSA
Poetry Series

7.

TRAVEL

DRIVING OUT OF STATE? Our riders will share
gas and driving. I.T.C. 265-9860.
04/07
INTERNATIONAL CHARTER FLIGHTS, Eurail·
passes, travel information available at Inter~
continental Travel Centre. Our services are frecl 265·
9860.
04/111

8.

MISCELLANEOUS

DOWNTOWN STUDIOS AND OFFICES: Walk·
up; unique; safe: $30-$200 a month. Rosenwald
Building. Fourth and Central. 242-6166,298-6046.
04/07
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY: START your retail
business at the Downtown Bazaar. Stalls: $7,00/day,
SlOO.OO/month. Open Monday-Saturday. Rosenwald
Building. Fourth and Centrat 242-6166, 298-6046.
04/07
SING~R FUTURA TOP of the Line. Slightly used

but sull under warran1y. Push button bobbin-winder
blind hems, has hundreds of fancy stitches. RegularlY
$800, now $150 cash. 296-5115.
04/10
CUSTOM DESIGNED ENGAGEMENT and
Wedding rings, jeWelry for all occasions. 344-6470
04/24
after 6 pm. Gary Abeyta.

P'OLL WORKERS
ARE NEEDED FOR
SPRING ASUNM
ELECTIONS
For those interested, there will
be at short meeting on April
1Oth at 12:00 and 2:00 in the
SUB Room23l-D
.

.,"""

The Black Mountain Poet

New Mexico

Robert
Creeley

PAILV

presents

..

••••

Friday, April7, 1978

reading in the Kiva

Friday, April 7
at 8:00p.m.

NMPIRG Zoo Probe Stalls

TDDAY'S CBDSSIDBD PUZZLB
nickname
UNITED Feature Syndicate
ACROSS
50 Sway
Wednesday's
Puzzle Solved:
1 Rancid
52 Sitting room
5 Thick piece 54 Cover a
9 "The Sound
room surof-----''
face
14 Crystalline 56 Perform
substance
again
15 Assistant
59 Myth
16 Salted
62 Unders1ood
away: 2
64 Practical
words
65 Similar
17 Narcotic
67 Astonishes
herb
70 Consume
19 Fall flower
greedily
20 Islamic evil 71 Chemical
spirit
compound
21 Pungent
72 Principal .
tlavor
part
13 Sure thing:
items
23 Compass
73 Clothe
Slang
43
Knowledge
point
74 Risque
18
Organic
46
Diminutive
24 Canonized 75 Sea eagles
compound 48 -----de-lis
27 Grain for
22 Chum
51 Fit out
brewing
DOWN
25
English
'
53 Per
29 Money:
1 Yokels
town
schedule: 2
Slang
2
N.
Antilles
Deceitful
words
26
31 Machine
55
Unsuccessful
island
one
shop toots
3 Trifling
runner
28 Chern. class
35 A "T" of
4 Baseballer 30 Control ex- 57---:- as a
liT NT"
AI-----elusively
W~lstle
37 Caught with
5 Tool
32 Rowdy one 58 Tne~ o.ut
a lasso
39 Farm sound 6 Prevaricate 33 Moderate 59 Med1t. IS7 Asian port 34 Meatla~d: ~bbr.
40 Tramp
8 Darken
t b
60 Wmgltke
42 Handrail
9 "Downvege a le 61 Bestow
support
Under" bird 35 ~~:former 63 Albacore
44 Different
one
. 66 Entity
45 Attorney-- 1 0 Make unsta11 ~!mach an- 36 Set system . 68 ~li:dbad's
47 The----dra's wife 38 Shut out
69 Kind of
the green
12
Chills
41
Bakery
wood
49 Man's

Nurses Come in All Sexes
BCMC Employs Several Men

•

J.

We'll either take funds from
outside sources or from our own
pockets to continue our activities."
She said that the organization
was planning to ask ASUNM for
more money in the fall.
Speakers Committee: Requested
$15,610; was voted $12,710.
Chairman Damon Tobias said,
"The cut means that next year's
program will be smaller. There
wo11't be any more co-sponsored
special intere>t ,.:,e~ '·~rs. The
emphasis will be on commercial
speakers, it'll be an entertainmentoriented program."
LOBO: Requested $40,000; was
voted $30,000. Editor-in-chief Tim
Gallagher said, "We're unable to
say where the cut will be taken
from. We have to get an estimate
from our printing company. We're
speculating that the cut will affect
us in the press run, we'll have to cut
down the number of papers that
wiil be printed every day."
Student Vets: requested $6700;
was voted $4,437,30. Treasurer
:Wayne Nickless said, "We' II be
able to work with the money. The
cut in the budget means that one
job position will be cut out, but if
the secretarial pool goes through,
that· will alleviate that problem.
Those are the breaks. We might to
back for more money if the
secretarial pool doesn't go
through."

Cultural Committee: Requested
$25,900; was voted $4000.
Chairman David Epstein said,
"The senate is hurting the students
and that's who they're supposed to
be representing. There's going to be
a tremendous increase in student
prices for cultural events. I'll do
whatever I can to get whatever
. .
.
money I can get, even if it means
d he resigned from the zoo newsletter Withm the ctty and standing on my head •'
Moore
sai
$30,000 annually, and that Throp
By TIM GALLAGHER
International Center: Requested
accepted provided the city pay for Audobon Zoo because of dif- locally •. ~ut PIRG said i.t found that
LOBO Editor
his move to Albuquerque and give ~~!~~e!cla~~':,.,,, ·~:r!~,r:;~-~~~~ _:~~PC:::~I~n. ~as ,ad~~~ sed for only .l}~,MJ-:-...c\~l\~n:.,~oMfk.,'iiM-;1!;\~,
In the blazing heat of a midhim 20 working days annual leave.
is governed by 24 members who are Journal and was not advertised in "I think it was a fair amount given
morning sun, the New Mexico
The letter continues that the city appointed by the mayor and the the newsletter.
to the International Center. There
Public Interest Research Group
said Hibben did not have the shifting board complexion led him
Moore
said
the
city
perso.n~el
is
a financial problem and people
said it has carried its investigation
authority to offer Throp the job to a situation where "I couldn't get department handles the advertlsmg should try to get along with it.. All
of the Rio Grande Zoo as far as it
and then hired Moore on July 22, along with them and they couldn't and he. ~oes not kno'Y how often organizations should cooperate.
can and is asking the attorney
1977 at a salary of $27,500. NM- get along with me."
the pos1t1on was advertised.
The International Center is happy
general to carry the ball from where
PIRG did not know whether Moore
The letter also says that Moore
NMPIRG further alleges that to help ASUNM."
NMPIRG, left off.
was fired or resigned but said he left told NMPIRG that the curator of
!cont. on page 31
Child Care Co-op: Requested
Ray Szekunda, of the NMPIRG
the Audobon Zoo because of birds position was advertised in a
$21 ,500; was voted the same. CoBoard of Directors, said at a
director George O-Neil said,
"irreconcilable
differences."
Thursday morning press conference
"We're going to take our $7000
on the steps of the NMPIRG office,
from GSA and $21,500 from
"We've gone as far as we can.
ASUNM and ask for an expanded
Doors have been slammed in our
role in child services from the
faces. People have clammed up. We
administration, like getting student
can't slip subpoenas under a door:
tendency in the past to accept teachers."
The attorney general can."
by DEBBIE LEVY
situations--they haven't put up a
NMPIRG called the press
Student Daytime Activities:
LOBO Staff Writer
fight."
conference to announce the fin$7000; was voted $4000.
Requested
Male nurses at the Bernalillo
Cloren said the pay for nurses Assistant Dean of Students Tom
dings of its investigation of the Rio
County Medical Center are a
has to get better because men are Hogg said, "I agreed to the cuts in
Grande Zoo which they said was welcome addition to the profession,
now a large minority in the light of the financial situation. We
not "thorough."
at
UNM.
said
nursing
students
profession.
·The mern ber of the investigative
~liminated live entertainment that
"We love having them around,"
"The number of males in nursing was planned for one day a week in
committee spent a good deal of
said student Pam Norris. "They
will increase about 10 times within the SUB but we'll still have the
time saying that the zoo was a
have
different
opinions
from
the next five years," he said. important thing--videotapes five
"political hotbed" and that recent
female nurses about some top1cs.
"Socially, men have always days a week."
hirings were politically motivated,
For exam pie, they are usually
brought in more money working
He said that the organization was
but admitted they had no proof.
of
male
assigned
to
take
care
that
more
than
females
do.
The
fact
"We are nbt qualified to say the
not planning to ask for more
males will be in nursing can only money.
persons hired are not competent," patients and they don't think that's
always right,'' she explained.
result in an increase in pay for all
said Szekunda, "but their
Nursing student John Cloren said
nurses.,
qualifications are dubius."
Lobby Committee: Requested
the male nurses have a job to do
But males in nursing are a
The investigation centered on the and there should be no difference in
$2056.56;
was voted $800.
minority, neverthlesss. They
hiring of John Moore as zoo patient assignments based on the
constitute about 10 percent of the Chairman Leonard Garcia said,
director and the subsequent hiring
sex
of
the
nurse.
nursing students at UNM, a "The money is not near as much as
of Fay Steele as curator of birds.
But Cloren gave an example of
spokesman for the College of is needed to 'furiction. The only
Moore and Steele previously when male nurses can be helpful to
reason we're accepting the money is
Nursing said.
worked together in the Audoban female nurses in patient care.
"As a white male," Cloran said, that we got verbal promises from
Park Zoo in New Orleans, La.
"An obese woman had to be
"! am in a minority for the first some senators to get extra money to
Moore was hired as zoo director lifted out of bed and the nursing
time in my life. I stand out more. I make up the differecne on the
after the decision had been made to station sent a tiny woman to help
keep thinking people look at me budget. We're looking for a $1200
create the po~ition of curator of her. They finally got me to lift her
and wonder what my sexual appropration."
birds, but Szekunda speculated and the patient kept saying
Intramural and Recreation:
preferences are."
"this was possibly part of a
$2,000; was voted $650.
Requested
'Remarkable--there should be more
Twenty-nine year old Cloran said
package deal."
John Cloran
male nurses tend to be older than Greg Robinson, in charge of
"If we stick to the facts we have male nurses,' " Cloren said.
"In fact," he continued, "l have
renting out equipment, said the cut
,no evidence that the hiring (of received nothing. but positive the mates help them breaoL feed. their female counterparts.
"Males may be interested in would mean the shop would only be
Steele) is connected to Moore's comments directly from patients, The women think it's kind of hip."
able to buy six new pairs of crosshiring," Szekunda said. "But it is and indirectly through my
Cloren said more males are nursing at a young age, but the country skis, rather than the 20 it
profession is not socially acpossible they were related. I .don't
needed in all areas of nursing.
professors."
ceptable.
The young don't buck had planned. "After spring break
want to say anything more."·
"The profession is too docile,"
Nursing
student
Andrea
all our skis were rented out for the
Moore said the charge is "not Wilensky said males are "adored'' he said. "It's been controlled by society," he said.
Cloran has no aspiratins to at- rest of the semester on weekends.
true."
This means we will not be able to
by the patients, especially the women who have been brought up tend medical school.
NMPIRG's letter to the attorney
as
second
class
citizens.
Nurses
are
in obstetrics.
"Nursing is a stepping-stone to service as many more students ·as we
general said that interim zoo woman
directly
responsible
for
many
lives,
"The women in the maternity
would like to."
director Frank Hibben offered the ward love the males," she said. yet they don't get paid much., I med school for some people, but
teont. on p:age3)
directorship to J.L. Throp of the "They get a real kick out ofit when think this stems from women's not f'lr me," he said.
Honolulu Zoo at a salary of

Asks Attorney _General's help

TELE~HONE INTERYIEWER. OPINION surveys,

part ume; no expenence necessary. Will train; ·
students/non-students; interviews to be .held April
13~ 14; Call Urban Observatory 277-5638 for appomtment.
04/11
T~VEL! FOREIGN SHIPS! Good pay! No expenence. Men/Women, Stamped long envelope.
GLOBETROTTER, Box J266-C4, Kansas City; MO.
64141.
04/06
ALL INDIAN PUEBLO Council Inc,: DIRECTOR-~roup home. MA ,Guidance& Counseling, experience
m programmatiC planning, supervision, im·
plementation, leadership and Coordination,
STUDENT ADVISOR--two positions. One full-time
one part-time. Third )'ear college student!> or com:
parable experience. HOUSEPARENTS--One married
co~ple and relief houseparent part-lime. BA in Social
Science or comparable experience. FOR ALL THESE
POSITIONS, experience .in effective interp~rsonal
relationships preferably with Nacvle American Youth
is ~esirable. Send resume to Personnel Dept., All
ind1an Pueblo Council Inc., 1015 Indian School Rd.
NW, Albuquerque, New Mexico 87197. Deadline,
Aprill4.
04/1 t

and

Agora: Requested $7659.60; was
voted
$6000. Student director Jay
Speakers Committee
Moses said, "We'll only have·$900
0
left
after salreis and phone bills for
International Center
everything."
Because of the
" .<"/n .. :>14,705
organization's expansion into:
projects, .such as self-help groups,
Moses sa1d they would go back to
Child Care Co-op
ASUNM in the fall to request more
.8%$21
money.
NMPIRG: Requested $47 ,200;
was voted $40,000. Staff director
Betsy Remage-Healey said, "I feel
NMPIRG got left holding the bag
LOBO 10.9% $3o.ooo'j
for the deficit the senate made.
We're not happy about how things
turned out."
Ge~eral Govt. Fund
She said the organizatimi would
KUNM21.1o/o $58,000
11.9% $'11.,707 .67
"re-evaluate the situation once
..• Ulrough the elections.'
·'
KUNM: Requested $58,000; was
voted
the same amount. General
14.. 5%
Paul Mansfield said that
Manager
$40,000'
the organization was "very much
satisfied" with their budget.
Kiva: Requested $10 ,396; was
1
J
voted $6500. Administrator Bernice
I.
r ,. \ •
Paquin said, "We're not going to
be able to work at full capacity.

